The ref cost us the game: The role of sports commentators and journalists in creating stresses on sports referees
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Abstract
Sports referees are maligned and often controversial figures, yet they fulfill a crucial role in amateur and professional sport. The animosity that some sports referees attract comes from an array of sources, including, but not limited to, players, coaches, spectators and the sports media. This paper uses survey, focus group, and interview methods to examine the role that sports commentators and sports journalists have played in creating stress and anxiety for some sports officials. Results suggest that the portrayal of sports referees by the media can influence the decisions they make during a match, as well as contributing to stress and anxiety within officials.

Introduction
The sports referee has long been a contentious figure in the realm of amateur and professional sport and to some extent, so too has the sports journalist. The way a referee interprets the rules can be compared with the way a sports journalist writes a particular article on a team or athlete. Both are subjective individuals, as the role they carry out requires them to be interpretive in the tasks they perform.

The subjectivity of the sports referee is an area that is not always well understood. The way one referee interprets a rule or law may be different from the way another referee interprets the same rule or law. Spectators, players, coaches and media personnel can see referees as inconsistent, when they do not understand referees’ interpretations of law and rules. The research conducted for this paper suggests charges of inconsistency can frequently lead to stresses and anxieties developing in
体育裁判，在某些情况下可能会进一步发展成情感和心理问题。

**背景**

裁判在运动中自19世纪70年代初就已成为权威人物，这时运动比赛开始发展（Yendle, Leverton, Kemp & Batts, 2007）。裁判的引入导致他们的角色在运动中不断演变。一开始使用一位裁判，很快又变成了两位和三位。这种格式至今仍统治着包括板球、足球、橄榄球联赛和橄榄球在内的多种运动。

虽然裁判在1870年之前就被使用过，但在1880年代之前没有记录它们参与组织运动的事件。‘绅士’参与体育运动，他们的诚实是‘绅士’阶级构造的一部分。队长被任命来解决比赛中出现的争议和分歧（Colwell, 2000）。只有足球详细地提到了早期的裁判，大多数的研究和写作都与欧洲的官员有关。澳大利亚学者Roy Hay撰写了一篇论文，详细描述了19世纪50年代到战后时期的足球裁判历史。Hay特别关注澳大利亚的裁判，并评论到体育作家说：

> 早期的足球报道是有趣的文献……我怀疑早期对裁判表现的称赞报道是俱乐部官员写的，他们自己也进行过裁判。后来，当专业记者接管时，对裁判的批评变得更多了（Hay，1999，p.22）。

Hay认为记者比历史学家等其他作家更批评裁判。记者更倾向于做出更严厉的评价，并表明他们认为的事情。Holt（2000）认为记者往往会夸大一些事情，因为夸大和煽动性可以吸引更多读者。Wolper（1995，p.15）说报纸“打印任何事情，小事，超速，无论什么”和对运动的细微方面进行的报道。
private lives of players, highlights the notion that for sports stars and sports coaches there often is no private life, as the public wants to know everything and anything about them.

Sports journalism and media have played a crucial role in the growth and development of organised sport worldwide (Anderson, 2001). Through assistance at the amateur and professional level, sports journalism and media coverage have assisted in the advertising and promotion of sport throughout Australasia. The use of sports journalists has changed significantly from the early uses of sports writers. If ever it was the style and convention to just report on the results of contests, now journalists often speculate and criticise performances of players, coaches, and more recently, referees. It is this later appraisal by sports commentators and journalists that will be the focus of this paper.

**Research Design**
The methodology used in this research paper was a series of qualitative and quantitative measures and this paper reports on data elicited from surveys and interviews conducted. The purpose of the surveys was to ascertain some statistical data for comparing results as well as establish material to test the notion that sports writers and journalists contribute to stress and anxiety within sports referees. The function of the interviews was to provide a forum for referees and reporters to elaborate on the survey questions and express their thoughts and feelings in a much more personal and detailed manner.

The interviewees were approached in July 2005 to partake in the research project. One hundred and fifty surveys were forwarded to referees across Australia seeking input into a number of aspects of their refereeing profession, including sports they officiate, perceived stresses, and the role which they perceived commentators and journalists play in arousing referee stress levels. One hundred and one surveys were returned completed, representing a return rate of 67 percent. The referees were also invited to write additional comments they believed relevant to this research on blank pages attached to the survey and 45 referees opted to do so. Face-to-face interviews were also conducted with
five sports referees considered to be at the semi-elite and elite levels of their respective sports. A further four interviews were conducted with sports journalists and writers. In this article, I will report on five questions from the surveys conducted; these questions are:

1. Do you believe the media can contribute to a referee’s stress and anxiety levels?
2. Do you believe sports journalists and commentators over-exaggerate the impact of perceived officiating mistakes?
3. Have you personally felt stressed after reading or hearing a critical article or analysis of your refereeing?
4. Do you think that sports journalists and commentators have to be so critical about sports referees when they make mistakes?
5. Do you believe sports journalists and commentators are correct in their analysis of sports games?

Findings
Chart 1 looks at the number of referees who felt that the media (sports commentators and sports reporters) contributed to referee stress. Contributing to a referee’s stress level included increasing stress levels and anxiety levels of officials, influencing in-game decisions by referees, and influencing referee coaches on appointments and the overall acceptance of a match official by players, coaches and spectators through coverage in the media.

Chart 1. Referee perceptions of media creating stress within officiating

NB: 101 respondents completed surveys. 77 referees felt the media did contribute to stress, while 24 believed they do not contribute.
All five referees agreed that the media does create stress in referees and match officials. The sports commentators and journalists also believed that referees were likely to exhibit stress in some form and this may be linked in some cases to the way in which commentators and journalists report on a referee’s performance during or at the end of a game.

Petrovic & Zvan (cited in MacNeill, 1998) acknowledge that sports commentators and journalists significantly influence athletes and sporting events by politicising information and promoting the importance of winning. This influence can be traced to having an impact on match officials and referees through increased pressures from players, coaches, spectators and the media to get decisions correct.

Chart two highlights sports officials’ beliefs about sports journalists and commentators exaggerating articles and comments about sports referee’s performances and abilities. The use of exaggeration may be for reasons of but not limited to shock value, generating interest in the sport, and a marketing tool to ‘boost’ sales. Surprisingly the vast majority of referees surveyed indicated that the use of exaggeration did not bother them as long as it was not written in a sense that they (officials) were being portrayed as cheats or questioning their integrity.

Chart 2. Referee belief of exaggeration in sports commentating and writing

![Chart 2](image)

NB: 84 referees felt the media did exaggerate while 17 believed they did not.

The interview and focus group results also supported the survey data in so far as that the focus groups, too, agreed that the use of exaggeration was to generate more publicity. The commentators and journalists indicated that the uses of exaggeration
were merely a marketing tool, especially concerning sports commentators who are frequently heard using exaggeration throughout their commentating. One journalist commented that “…commentators like to hear the sound of their own voice… this can sometimes get a little over the top…” (Footyref, 2006). We have seen a number of examples of this ‘over the top exaggeration’ throughout the 2007/08 cricketing summer and during the opening rounds of this years Super 14 tournament. Two such examples are from The Telegraph newspaper, which had headlines referring to referees and umpires. One read ‘Not you too Rudi’ referring to poor umpiring in a cricket match between Australia and India, while the other headline was ‘Waugh blasts trigger happy referee’ which was referring to NSW Rugby Union Captain Phil Waugh’s opinion of the referee in their match against the Highlanders. Both of these articles headlines were referring to perceived mistakes by officials. However, although the blazing headlines lead the observer to think the article is about the mistakes made by the referee, when one actually reads the article they discover that there is actually only a small amount about the referee, in some instances just one paragraph of an entire one-page article.

The comments by the officials who were surveyed regarding exaggeration by journalists and commentators was surprising as many of the referees indicated that they often used the mute button when watching sport. The referees felt that they were often angered and frustrated when listening to the sports commentators on television because more often than not the referees felt that the commentators did not know what they were talking about. One official stated that:

The media places great emphasis on mistakes made by referees and their individual outcomes. However, they do not explore the overall game for player/coach mistakes, or for errors, which determine the game’s outcome. (Baldwin, 2008)

Murphy, Dunning & Williams (1988) recognise that journalists are not neutral observers of the social scene. They often have preconceived ideas of what is fact and what is fiction, very much like people of society. The difference, which the authors acknowledge, is that journalists often play on the idea of fact and fiction depending on the current trends within society at the time. The same can be said about sports commentators and journalism; for example the hype and pageantry that surrounds
sports media during the Sydney to Hobart Yacht race in December compared with sports coverage on yachting during the rest of the year.

**Chart 3. Referee experiences with facing and/or witnessing stress through commentators and sports journalists**

![Chart showing experiences with facing and witnessing stress through commentators and writers](chart3)

NB: 96 referees had not experienced stress from commentators; 5 had. 55 referees had witnessed stress by referees as a result of commentator comments; 46 had not. 31 referees had experienced stress as a result of sports writers articles; 71 had not. 59 referees had witnessed referee stress as a result of sports writer articles; 42 had not.

Chart three details referees’ experiences with facing or witnessing stress through sports commentators’ and writers’ articles or comments. As the referees surveyed were from a variety of levels, including many non-elite referees who do not have much contact with actual sports commentators, this result was somewhat lower than what could be expected had the survey focused entirely on elite officials. Results focusing on sports journalists and writers indicated that referees had significantly more even contact between the elite and non-elite officials, showing that local sporting events were becoming more widely reported as opposed to 10 or 15 years ago. The witnessing of stress within referees through television or the paper is far more common than actually experiencing it personally. This was due to the cross-section of officials who were surveyed, with more tending to be from the non-elite ranks and thus experienced limited face-to-face exposure with journalists and commentators personally.

The referees from the focus groups and interviews supported their colleagues’ responses above, adding, “As ambassadors for the game, commentators should support and encourage referees to get more participating” (Baldwin, 2008). The sports commentators and journalists disagreed, alluding that although some of the comments on television and within the paper could be seen as exhibiting stress by one referee,
another referee could interpret the comment entirely differently. Greg Thomas, writing for NZRugby World prior to the 2007 Rugby World Cup, added that abuse of match officials was fast getting out of hand. Many people think that abuse only happens at the non-elite level with irate parents but this is not the case. Abuse of match officials is a regular occurrence at the elite level of sport and is fast becoming as frequent as it is at the non-elite level. Thomas adds that abuse is leading to accusations being made through sports writers and commentators about cheating and referee bias, which only adds further stress and anxiety for referees to deal with.

Chart four identifies referees’ beliefs and perceptions regarding the need for sports commentators and journalists to be critical and judgemental of their performances. The results show that the vast majority of referees feel that journalists and commentators do not need to be so judgemental and critical when analysing referee’s performances, especially when many of the comments made are not correct. In the written section of the survey some officials did make mention that they understood it was the job of the sports journalists and commentators to analyse and at times criticise the performance of people. Many of the officials believed the media need to be held more accountable for their comments, especially when they get things wrong so frequently, adding that:

Their knowledge of laws, scenarios, and interpretations is limited to what the referee knows by law. They are not always accurate; however, the public is not always aware of this or as knowledgeable as a qualified referee (Baldwin, 2008)

**Chart 4. Referees perceptions on sports comentators and journalists being critical**

NB: 68 referees felt that sports comentators and journalists did not have to be so critical while 33 referees felt they did need to be critical.
The interview and focus group results reinforced the data elicited from the surveys. The sports commentators and journalists added that journalism focuses on why, and for that reason answers to why teams lost or performed poorly are required. Referees as a group remain silent and never speak out publicly about their performances on the field, and that often makes them an easy target for criticism. Sports commentators and journalists alike can often be seen harbouring this persona through headlines such as ‘ICC axes Bucknor’, ‘Shocking calls show Umpire too old’, and ‘Waugh blasts trigger happy ref’. Headlines such as these inadvertently create a stressful environment for referees to officiate in.

Holt (2000) adds that the repeated use of media personnel to criticise referees will generally be accepted by the regular reader as being part of the common societal environment. Therefore, should the media persist in its often negative perception of referees, in time society will accept this belief as being common acceptable practice. This is a persona that we as a society do not want to create, as referees and match officials are an essential element in allowing organised sport to function effectively.

The final chart identifies referees’ opinions surrounding sports commentators’ and journalists’ knowledge and accuracy in their analysis of a match. The results of this chart highlights the broad belief in many referees that commentators and journalists have an average or poor understanding of the laws and rules of most sports they cover. Only 15 referees out of 101 actually believed sports journalists and commentators knew what they were talking about.
Chart 5. Referee perceptions of sports commentators’ and journalists’ sporting knowledge

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Referees</th>
<th>Good</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Poor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NB: 15 referees felt that sports commentators and journalists had a good knowledge of sport; 48 referees believed they had an average knowledge, and 37 referees felt that commentators and writers had a poor knowledge of sport.

The focus group participants agreed that on average commentators and reporters have a reasonable knowledge; however, they did concede that there were commentators and journalists that had a poor knowledge of sport, which affected the profession as a whole. Footyref, a peer-contributing website, offers an insightful analysis that supports what many sports referees around the country believe.

It could be argued that the listener might be swayed by their opinions… It therefore often surprises me that those media responsible for bringing us the game, more often than not, appear to neither fully understand the laws of the game or how a referee or the assistants are applying them (Footyref.blogspot.com, 2006, p.1)

The view presented on footyref poses a question on the credibility of sports writers and journalists given their often lack of comprehension of the rules. Yet despite this often glaring lack of understanding, there still lies a strong following of readers and listeners. Rowe (1999) believes that by putting people on television who do not have any credibility with the sport they are covering sends messages to the public that the network does not care about its exposure or perception of the sport.
**Discussion**

Results of this study have indicated that sports journalists do in fact play a role in the stress and anxiety levels of sports referees. The extent and frequency with which commentators and journalists affect sports referees is dependent on the level that the referees officiate at. Referees officiating at the elite national and international level were far more likely to experience stress and anxiety due to their exposure from sports journalists and commentators than the non-elite referee who rarely encountered the media.

It is quite evident from sports referees that the use of technology within sport and the media has increased the scrutiny with which referees are observed. On the one hand, the use of technology has aided officials in their officiating duties, ensuring they are better able to get decisions correct. However, on the other hand the use of technology has focused more attention on the sports referee as never before and the expectation that with this technology the referee will always get the decisions correct. This is somewhat an unachievable expectation as referees are human, and as humans, we are all destined to make mistakes. The use of technology does not eliminate these mistakes; it seems to make us question our decisions more than we would had we not had the use of the technology.

footyref.com acknowledges a growing tendency of expecting referees to get decisions right and blaming them for every decision that is not right. This has only really arisen due to spectators, coaches and players being able to see a replay not once but in some cases five or six times. Bellamy (1998) further adds that the advent of new playing facilities with state-of-the-art cameras covering every possible angle has highlighted many flaws in both players and referees that had gone unnoticed in previous years. The use of in-game commentary by players is fast becoming a source for media to utilise to get opinions and ideas from players while they are actually involved in the contest, which can create even further stress and anxiety in referees.

It is interesting to note that although referees seem to get little or no praise within the media surrounding their performances on the field, many reporters
are criticised themselves for being ‘cheerleaders’ to players and teams. Anderson (2001) writes that sports journalists and writers can often endanger their credibility if they appear to be too kind to a particular team or coach. Sports writers are expected to be critical and decisive in their commentary. Koppett (2003) also accepts that some journalists are perceived as cheerleaders if they are not seen as being critical of players and coaches. However Koppett concedes that it is not always appropriate or suitable to be critical of players all the time and certain games do not warrant being critical. On too many occasions, it is far too easy for coaches, players and spectators to see sport as life or death. Likewise, it is often too easy to blame the sports referee for a team’s performance when it is clearly out of the officials’ hands.

There is no doubt that sports referees suffer from stress and anxiety through officiating. This stress and anxiety comes from numerous sources, one of which is sports media personnel. Referees are not the sole recipients of stress and anxiety through their association with sport. Coaches, players and spectators suffer from anxiety and stress throughout games and so do commentators and reporters. Reinardy (2006) indicates that sports journalists are prime candidates for stress and burnout due to the long hours they work, including nights and weekends, and the continual necessity to work to deadlines. Reinardy's study shows that sports journalists demonstrated a moderate rate of burnout and emotional exhaustion. Reinardy says that sports journalists, like players and coaches, need to ensure that they allocate time for themselves and their families; he concludes that newspaper reporters exhibit less stress and burnout due to the availability of accessible and quick feedback from colleagues and editors.

**Conclusions**

The sports referee is and most likely always will be a much criticised and hated figure in the realm of sport. Hated and despised by coaches, players and spectators alike, the role and job of the sports referee is not for the faint hearted. The criticism labelled at referees is often harsh, personal and not very helpful. Referees are a special population who ensure that amateur and professional sport functions, week in and week out. Without referees, sport as we know it could not function successfully and safely.
The media has the ability to portray referees in a positive or negative light and the results of this study show that many referees perceive their portrayal to be negative at the moment. “So-called journalistic integrity doesn’t apply to sports reporters… uninformed opinions dictating to the unintelligent masses” (Baldwin, 2008). The concern with this perception is that if the media continues to project referees in a negative light, the public will begin to take this perception as being true. There is debate that the public is well beyond this perception already. Holt (2000) adds that “…it seems reasonable to suppose that the regular media presentation… becomes simply part of the environment, which in turn influences our ways of looking at our environment” (Holt, 2000, p.100).

As sport continues to grow and the demand for sporting telecasts grows, so too will the demand for higher levels of technology and more intimate forms of viewing and listening to sport. Redhead (2007) indicates that the days of attending sport are dwindling. The ability to watch live sport from home while also having access to in-game commentary, live audio from players and officials, and the ability to watch aspects of the game over and over while also accessing player profiles, betting and weather conditions, has made armchair viewing far more appealing than watching a game live.

To combat the stresses that are apparent in covering sporting competitions we need to have collaboration between referees and commentators to ensure that comments made by journalists do not invoke too much stress on referees. This is a difficult process as by restricting analysis and criticism from journalists about referees we are in fact restricting a journalists’ or commentators’ ability to perform their job, as well as restricting their ability for freedom of speech. Referees concede that stress naturally occurs within a game and can transpire from a number of sources, such as players, coaches, spectators, the environment and the type of game taking place (Baldwin, 2008). Many of the stresses that influence an official, whether pre-game, post-game or in-game, are out of the control of the referee. Sports officials, therefore, have concluded that these stresses are in part, actual elements of the game that they themselves need to
accept. Referees understand that at some point during a match players may inadvertently swear at them; this is not because they hate the referee, or dislike him/her, it is something that has transcribed during the heat of battle.

Referees understand and acknowledge that criticism surrounding one of their performances will always take place at the end of a game. Dolly Stark, a baseball umpire in the United States, famously stated, “Officiating is the only vocation performed before the public where the only accolade is deadly silence” (Kerkhoff, 2000, p.244). Journalists and commentators have a job to do; likewise referee and officials do as well. An area that has been of great concern to referees and officials has been their support networks, and adequate mentoring to ensure that when officials are stressed, or put in stressful situations, they are able to deal with the situation appropriately and successfully. It may be apparent that this training needs to include instruction on how to deal with media criticism, or perhaps referees and officials should be given the same ability players and coaches have in giving their own post-game analysis.

There is no definitive answer as to how we can minimise referee stress. The perceived impact that journalists and commentators have in creating stress on referees is apparent as the results of this study show. Making commentators and journalists more accountable for what they say in print and on television may curb some of the more controversial material that is said, but ultimately what commentators and journalists want to say is going to be heard. The findings of this research may challenge the sporting world to persuade media broadcasters to ask more questions of their journalists and commentators when compiling stories and reporting on contests. However, the reality is all referees can do is to ignore the comments, criticism and gripes that are targeted towards them and get on with refereeing the game.

Let me conclude by way of saying that it has not been my intention to put the blame for referees’ stress on sports commentators and journalists alone. Referees themselves do deserve the criticism and stress they receive on some occasions. I acknowledge that sports commentators and journalists themselves often work under stress and anxiety pressures due to deadlines. The aim here
has been to inform the wider community about sports officials and the story they have to tell. Referees are a special population within the sporting world, a population that we can ill afford to go without if we are to continue enjoying our interest in the world of sport.
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